1. Introduction

The emergence of various technologies allowing the real-time collection, processing and transfer of data between stationary traffic devices, moving vehicles and data centers provides many new possibilities for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). However, the need for mobile access to analytical data leads to problems with mobile computers connectivity. Mobile computers often suffer from limited connectivity or lack of network access. Existing data replication solutions are not well suited for mobile scenarios as well as algorithms used for data replication, in spite of the fact that it is the most desirable environment. In the following paper we introduce the algorithm for analytical data replication forming dynamic architecture including mobile computers connected by wireless network based on IEEE 802.11.
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2. Problem definition

Distributed database systems and distributed database management systems have been developed in response to trend of distributed computation. In distributed models of computations several sites are connected via a communications network. However, the need for mobile access to large databases leads to problems with mobile computer connectivity. Mobile computers often suffer from limited connectivity or complete lack of network access. Existing replicated databases are not well suited for mobile scenarios as well as algorithms used for data replication, in spite of the fact that it is the most desirable environment.

A basic problem comes with the assumption that the single network can not satisfy communication needs. This is typical for mobile communication networks used for personal communication as well as wide area communication networks. For our architecture we can consider a virtual wide area network characterized by common communication network parameters such as bandwidth, latency and others. Nevertheless, communication parameters must be continuously re-evaluated since the geospatial network is much more sensitive to communication parameters changes than commonly used local area networks.

Another principal problem is typical for mobile networks. The communication network consists of static and mobile nodes. Hence we need to take into consideration two kinds of characteristics for nodes and communication network (vertices and edges in graph representation). In principle, static and mobile nodes need each different management by the architecture itself.

Since a virtual network allows us to serve fundamental needs for huge information based services such as analytical information distribution, we will use the static model for basic data distribution across a network. The replication itself provides mechanism for data distribution to that part of network where the information portion is consumed. Hence, data replication benefits follow our needs for analytical data distribution.

In general, wireless communication networks keep track of a mobile client’s location through a profile. This profile contains not only client’s current position (or location) but also another
information used for billing and authentication [1]. We recommend using profiles for application and services implemented in ITS. Since the connectivity, bandwidth, data storage and processing capacity of the individual elements in ITS’s virtual architecture varies in time, the system must also handle the load balancing and prioritization of the distributed information [2].

For the fragment allocation problem the assumption comes with WAN described as a network. The network consists of sites \( S = \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_m\} \), on which a set of transactions \( T = \{T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\} \) is running and a set of fragments \( F = \{F_1, F_2, ..., F_k\} \) into which global data can be distributed [3]. This is the generalized problem and it could be adopted for more specific purposes focusing the optimal data distribution.

The principal problem of distribution follows two definitions of optimality: minimal cost and maximal performance. The cost function consists of the cost of storing each \( F_j \) on site \( S_k \). Existing models and implementations are mostly based on a read/write pattern for the first definition of optimality or response time/throughput at each site for the second one. Both optimizations can be performed either statically or dynamically.

Static optimization solves the problem of partitioning all global relations during the fragmentation phase of distributed database design [4]. Adaptive optimization tries to make suboptimal solutions by using some kind of heuristic algorithm taking into consideration runtime behavioral statistics of a distributed database [5] [6]. Alternative methods are discussed e.g. in [7].

3. Model for client-based ITS services

Considering advanced services provided by ITS, we need to take into account significant data portions transported by a communication network. Since for low data consuming services common GSM networks can be used, this kind of network is inappropriate for large data transmissions. Of course, advanced communication protocols could be used e.g. HSDPA, but the question of low cost independent solution is still relevant.

A basic model for adaptive data replication including mobile nodes connected via IEEE 802.11 standards was introduced in [8] [9]. By the static fragment allocation the fragments are located at the sites from which they are most frequently accessed. Since the distributed database system is rather dynamic, the main problem with previous, static allocation of fragments comes with changing workload. This occurs when the access frequencies to various portions of database from a particular site vary with time. Even very simple methods for dynamic data allocations are able to improve the system throughput by 30 percent. Experimental evaluation of dynamic data allocation strategies can be found in [10]. To determine when a re-allocation is needed, algorithms proposed in [10] maintain weighted counters of the number of access from each site to each block. For effective estimation the aging factor is used to update counters. The main problem can be divided into the two problems: how to detect changes in workload and how to dynamically re-allocate fragments of database result in improved throughput.

Considering mobile nodes, the communication network characteristics must be evaluated carefully since they form a transmission cost matrix. Basic characteristics for static nodes, such a throughput and latency (or round-trip time), can be estimated reliably by tools such as \texttt{tracert} or \texttt{pathchar}. For wireless clients is estimation more difficult. Technology for wireless communication based on the IEEE 802.11 standards provides connection with variable transmission characteristics. Rather than throughput and latency a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a characteristic that has to be involved in a replication model. SNR affects both characteristics throughput and latency in a significant way as shown in [11]. SNR directly impacts the performance of a wireless connection. A higher SNR value (in dB) means that the signal strength is stronger in relation to the noise levels, which allows higher data rates and fewer retransmissions.

The linear mathematical model for throughput prediction based on previous observations can be defined as [11]:

\[
T = T_{\text{max}} \quad \text{SNR} > \text{SNR}_C \tag{1}
\]

\[
T = A \times (\text{SNR} - T_0) \quad \text{SNR} \leq \text{SNR}_C \tag{2}
\]

Where \( T_{\text{max}} \) is a saturation throughput. A defines slope, \( T_0 \) is a breaking point where \( T_{\text{max}} \) is changing to curve described by \( A \). SNR<sub>C</sub> is a cutoff SNR specified by a hardware vendor and SNR<sub>C</sub> defines a critical threshold. A respective exponential model is also described in [11], for the proposed solution linear algorithm is sufficient enough to describe communication network characteristics. Now we can define a set SNR<sub>i</sub> of elements, where each value \( \text{SNR}_{ij} \) represents the critical threshold for site \( i \) as \( \text{SNR}_{ij} = \{\text{SNR}_{i1}, \text{SNR}_{i2}, ..., \text{SNR}_{im}\} \). When the site \( i \) is a static node, the critical threshold is zero. Finally, we need to implement a function which returns the current SNR value for mobile nodes. Such a function is necessary to implement on each site from the replication schema since it depends on a particular configuration.

4. Adaptive algorithm

Based on previous observations, we defined the adaptive replication algorithm [8] which manages mobile node access into the replication schema. For ITS architecture the main modification is based on an assumption that mobile nodes are using analytical data only for reading. Since we can spread the replication schema by this algorithm, it is increasing availability of large data set to be replicated on mobile nodes. By experimental evaluation we simulated transfer of fragments inside the replication schema by using the algorithm without and with mobility management.

The modified algorithm for analytical data distribution in ITS architecture has in comparison with the algorithm proposed in [8] only one phase. The expansion test is used for spreading data over mobile nodes. The second test, test of contraction, is not used
since we are managing to write operations only on static nodes. The replication schema in this architecture is not necessarily associated with the database but the data distribution itself.

Test of expansion:
Step 1: The control process examines read counters for each fragment containing analytical data.
Step 2: The site with the highest counter value is marked as a candidate for fragment re-allocation.
Step 3: If the candidate is the site on which the fragment is currently located, go to step 6.
Step 4: For the mobile nodes get SNR and SNRc values. For static nodes return SNR/H100 and SNRc/H100.
Step 5: If SNR > SNRc then copy the fragment from the original site to the candidate site. Otherwise choose the site with the highest counter value from the set of unmarked sites and mark it as a candidate for fragment re-allocation – then go to step 3.
Step 6: Wait for a specified number of transactions to be completed and then go to step 1.

The experimental results show that for regular connection when a mobile is not suffering from a limited access the number of transactions per second (TPS) stays on the same level. TPS is one of the most common benchmark criteria, thus we present the replication performance in this value. For mobile nodes with variable SNR the situation is much more interesting. The adaptive algorithm shows a significantly better TPS number and this gain from implementation can be used for a better mobility management. By SNR checking we can easily improve the overall performance and select mobile nodes for analytical (and thus large) data transmission.

The overall replication cost is reduced mostly for an unstable communication network as shown in Figure 1. Local maximum is presented about the critical SNR (SNRc). It means that at this point even our algorithm is not able to improve the performance significantly due to the variability of communication network characteristics. For bad network parameters, on the other hand, the introduced algorithm is significantly better than a non-managed replication. The observed results show about 60 percent better overall response time. This is given by the fact that the proposed algorithm avoids the replica transmission to the node with communication problems. Hence the unwilling transmission is not causing problem of Nash equilibrium in the communication network [12].

5. Conclusion and future work

Performance in distributed database systems is heavily dependent on allocation of data among the sites of a replication schema. The static allocation provides only a limited response to workload changes. The situation is even worse when mobile nodes are included in the replication schema. We presented the algorithm for dynamic re-allocation of data with mobile computers included in the replication schema. The proposed algorithm offers a significantly increased performance for nomadic nodes with a limited connection. Our experiments make a practical case for future development of algorithms for changing environment such as intelligent transport systems, location aware application and information systems for mobile users.
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Fig. 1 Adaptive replication algorithm – replication cost
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